
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prior Learning 
EYFS Colour mixing, exploration with textures and 
combination of different media to create a new 
effect, exploring tools and techniques. 
Year 1  
 

Cross Curricular Links  
Topic Who has a passport to go around the world? 
Geography Hot v Cold Countries 

Literacy Traditional tales from Australian folk stories, 

Australian poetry 

 

 

 Prior Learning 
EYFS Colour mixing, exploration with textures and 
combination of different media to create a new 
effect, exploring tools and techniques. 
Year 1  
Art around the world, colour mixing, colour wheels, 
exploration of texture, using different tools and use 
of paints and royal portrait.  

Cross Curricular Links  
Topic Seaside 
Geography Seaside 

Literacy  

 

 

In this unit children will: 

 Look at images of the seaside from the St Ives 

group. 

 Copy works by Alfred Wallis in their sketch books. 

 Annotate their works. 

 Explore blending pastels to create different effects 

in their sketchbooks. Note next to them 

styles/colour blends they like. 

 Pick an image of seaside and create their own 

Alfred Wallis style landScape. 

 Evaluate their work – explain what they like, how 

they would change it if they had more time. 

 Display their own work – discuss where they 

should be placed.  

 

 

Key Vocabulary 

Landscape – an art style which depicts the land 

rather than people. 

St Ives artists – a group of artists whose main 

subject was the seaside town St Ives. 

Pastels – a medium used by artists. Some are oil 

based and others chalk. 

Blend – to mix colours together. 

Evaluate – to form a final opinion. Discussing what 

works and what doesn’t. To consider how things 

could be changed.  

Analyse – to evaluate throughout the artist 

process. 

Annotate – to write short notes. These don’t have 

to be full sentences and should be seen in 

sketchbook.  

 

 

Art and Design Technology-Year 1 – Seaside 

In this unit of work, the children will learn about the artists who were inspired by the seaside. They will 
explore the art created by the St Ives group of artists in the 20th century with a particular focus on Alfred 
Wallis. Pupils will explore what the seaside means to them and how the sea makes them feel. They will use 
pastels to create their own seaside pictures. 

 

Key Questions 

 What is aboriginal art and what does it look 
like? 

 Why did aborigines use symbols and icons in 
their art? 

 What media and tools do aboriginal artists 
use? 

 What is the difference between dot art and 
pointillism? 

 

Key Knowledge 

 Pupils should be able to describe some art by Alfred 

Wallis. 

 They should be able to name some artists from the 

St Ives group. 

 They should be able to evaluate their work and 

understand what it means to evaluate. 

 Pupils should be able to use a sketchbook as a way 

of exploring ideas and learning new skills. 

 Pupils should be able to use pastels skilfully.  


